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the same end albeit with double the device 
dissipation) the benefits to the transformer 
of reduced voltage stress and increased wire 
insulation thickness (which scales with wire 
diameter) along with decreased heating in 
the windings, are obvious.

(6CA4) tube its maximum output current is 
about 100 mA. Higher currents call for a more 
powerful rectifier tube and diodes to match.

(081067-I)

Alternatively, a smaller winding window 
(reduced core size) may be employed with-
out diminishing power-handling capacity.
The circuit shown here should is typically 
intended for the amplifier preamp and phase 
splitter stages. Due to the use of the EZ81 

Acoustic Distress Beacon
Werner Ludwig (Germany)

An ELT (Emergency Locator Transmitter, also 
known as a distress beacon) is an emergency 
radio transmitter that is activated either man-
ually or automatically by a crash sensor to aid 
the detection and location of aircraft in dis-
tress. This acoustic ELT project is intended for 
radio-control (RC) model aircraft, which every 
now and then decide to go their own way and 
disappear into the undergrowth.

The audio locating device described here 
enables model aircraft that have landed ‘off 
limits’ to be found again and employs its own 
independent power supply. The small cam-
era battery shown in the circuit activates an 
acoustic sounder when radio contact is lost 
and produces a short signal tone (bleep) 
every ten seconds for more than 25 hours. 
Current consumption in standby and pas-
sive (with jumper J1 set) modes is negligible. 
The timing generator for the alarm tone is 
the Schmitt trigger AND-gate IC1.B; its asym-
metric duty cycle drives a 5 V DC sounder via 

Internet Link
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergency_Position-
Indicating_Radio_Beacon

MOSFET transistor T1. All the time that the RC 
receiver output is delivering positive pulses, 
the oscillator is blocked by IC1.A and diode 
D1. Setting jumper J1 parallel to C2 also disa-
bles the oscillator and serves to ‘disarm’ the 
distress beacon.
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Measuring Milliohms with a Multimeter
Klaus Bertholdt (Germany)

Low values of resistance can be 
troublesome especially when 
large currents f low through 
them. A current of, say, 10 A 
passing through a terminal with 
a contact resistance of 50 mΩ 
will produce a voltage difference 
of 0.5 V. This resulting power loss 
of five watts is dissipated in the 
termination and can give rise to 
a dangerously high temperature 
which may degrade insulation 
around the wires.

Measuring low values of resistance is not 
easy. Low cost multimeters do not include a 
milliohm measurement range and special-

multimeter. The circuit consists 
of little more than a 6 V voltage 
regulator and a mains adapter 
capable of supplying around 
300 mA at 9 to 12 V.

The circuit supplies a fixed cur-
rent output of 100 mA or 10 mA 
selected by switch S1. This con-
nects either the 60 Ω or 600 Ω 
resistor into the constant current 
generator circuit. The resistor 
values are produced by parallel-
ing two identical resistors; 120 Ω 
and 1.2 kΩ from the E12 stand-
ard resistor range. Two test leads 

with probes are used to deliver current to the 
test resistance. The resultant voltage drop is 
measured by the multimeter (M1). With the 

ist equipment is expensive. The simple cir-
cuit described here allows milliohm meas-
urements to be made safely on a standard 
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test current set to100 mA a measurement 
of 1 mV indicates a resistance of 10 mΩ. At 
10 mA (with S1 in the position shown in the 
diagram) a measurement of 1 mV indicates a 
resistance of 100 mΩ while 0.1 mV is equal to 
1 mΩ. Diode D1 protects the meter from too 
high an input voltage.
With the voltmeter connected as shown in 
the diagram it measures not only the voltage 
drop across RX but also that produced by the 
resistance of the test leads, and probes. To 
make a true measurement, first touch the 

probes close together on the same lead of 
the test resistance and note the reading, now 
place the probes across the test resistance 
and note the reading again. The first read-
ing measures just the test leads and probes 
while the second includes the resistance RX. 
Subtract the first measurement from the sec-
ond to get the value of RX.

The accuracy of the measurements are influ-
enced by the contact resistance of switch 
S1, the precision of resistors R1 to R4, the 6 V 

supply level and of course the accuracy of 
the measuring voltmeter.

For optimum decoupling C1 should be fitted 
as close as possible to pin1 of IC1. An addi-
tional electrolytic capacitor of around 500 µF 
can be used at the input to the circuit if the 
input voltage from the AC power adapter 
exhibits excessive ripple.
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Snail Mail Detector
Philippe Temporelli (France)

Since his letter-box is outdoors 
and quite some way from the 
house, the author was looking 
for a simple means of knowing if 
the postman had been without 
having to go outside (contrary 
to popular belief, the weather 
isn’t always fine in the South of 
France). Circuits for this kind of 
‘remote detection’ come up reg-
ularly, but always involve run-
ning cables between the letter-
box and the detection circuit in 
the house. Seeking to avoid run-
ning any extra cables, the author 
had the idea of using the exist-
ing cables going to the doorbell, 
conveniently located adjacent to 
his letter-box.

The letter-box has two doors: 
one on the street side for the 
postman, and one on the gar-
den side for collecting the post. 
A microswitch is fitted to the 
street-side door, to light an indi-
cator in the house showing that 
the postman has been. A second 
microswitch is fitted to the door 
on the garden side, to turn off 
the indicator once the post has 
been collected. The only diffi-
culty then remains to connect 
these detectors to a remote cir-
cuit in the house that remem-
bers whether the postman’s 
been or not.

The idea was to use the alternat-
ing half-cycles of the AC signal 
on the cable going to the door-
bell to transmit the informa-

tion, according to the following 
logic:

- Both half-cycles present: no 
change in the status of the mail 
detector.
- An interruption (even brief) of 
one half-cycle: indicator lights 
permanently.
- An interruption (even brief) of 
the other half-cycle: the indica-
tor goes out.

Note that the signal is tapped off 
across the doorbell coil via R6 
and the pair of diodes connected 
in inverse-parallel (to limit the 
signal, particularly when the 
bell is rung). The signal is then 
filtered by R2/C1, before being 
used by IC1, which is wired as a 
comparator with hysteresis. The 
trigger threshold is adjusted by 
P1, using a pair of inverse-paral-
lel diodes as a voltage reference 
(positive or negative according 
to the output state): 
For the detection to work, there 
has to be continuity in the bell-
push circuit — this is generally 
ensured by the little lamp illumi-
nating the bell-push. Resistor R1 
is added just in case the lamp is 
blown or not present.
To keep things simple, the cir-
cuit is powered directly from the 
doorbell transformer itself (230 V 
/ 8 V). The author managed to fit 
the little circuit within the door-
bell unit, with the LED poking 
through a hole in the casing so 
it is readily visible in the hall of 
his house.
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